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MATRIX'S DESTINATION BRIDES brings
you fresh trends of the season that will
elevate your bridal look.

W

ith the fresh season, fresh
trends start making their
way on the horizon. The
sheer number of hair colour
trends this year are sure to confuse and
confound you.
Whether its gorgeous greys or metallics;
subtle highlights or ash browns, the
multiplicity of choices is sure to leave you
confused. We've seen a lot of women
sporting gold hues, shades of wine, plums
and reds. Let MATRIX tell you how to do
it right and incorporate these colours into
your look. MATRIX'S DESTINATION BRIDES
brings you hot hair trends that will take you
through your wedding looking stylish and
trendy.
Get inspired by the look of the Modem
Maharani f your taste is inimitably classic. If
you prefer elegant refinement and a certain
kind of regality, extend it to your choice of
hair colour. The warm and rich hues from the
gold palette are used to combine the bride's
fierce modernity and old worldliness. Natural
and sunny highlights can be created by
sweeping the hair using graduated weaves.
If a royal palace is your preferred venue, it is
evident that you would choose a look that's
timeless. Get the look with SoColor #5.3,
#7.3, #12.35 (Gold).
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hot trends

The Boho Beach Bride look is for the free-spirited
woman with high-energy. The beach bride is not
constrained by convention. This aspect can also be
brought out by your choice of colour. Using techniques
of Strobing and Balayage, the bride's vivacious and
effervescent personality is brought out. The beach is the
perfect setting for your wedding as the ocean reflects
your opposing traits of serenity and liveliness. Get the
look with SoColor #6.28 (PLum) and Light Master.
The Ethereal Garden Bride look is innocent and naive.
The garden bride loves nature and this is reflected in her
choice of the venue. Delectable colours such as plums
and reds are used to colour hair freehand. A garden is
the perfect setting to highlight her innocence and purity
with luscious colours. Get the look with SoCoior #6.62,
#4.62 and SoRed #6VR
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